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02 PROPOSAL SUMMARY

03

“The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling 
ideas” (MARX; ENGELS, 2009), thus, the hegemonic 
architecture of an epoch/era concretizes the wants and 
desires of a class. As we live in the capitalist economic 
system, the capital dictates the tendency of architecture. 
Therefore, by looking at the material reality, we can 
observe that the tendency assumes contradictory forms: 
abstraction and reality. Abstraction refers to the view that 
architecture is an exception, as a fetishized commodity, 
where a minority dictates and dominates the ideal and 
utopian. Whereas reality, the real movement of 
architectural production is expressed by the exclusion of 
the majority from the ideal, and the coercion of the 
construction of the real.
 The same ideology that dictates the abstract 
tendency and benets from real architecture, diffuses in 
all layers of society, through power structures, the 
impossibility of a radical change in reality. Although 
utopias are not actually exclusive to a class, they are 
spaces of dispute, of utmost importance, since through 
them we idealize the world we move towards. Faced with 
this inequality, expressed in the materiality of 
architecture, printed in the dependent territory, it is in this 
curatorial proposal that the responsibility for taking up 
utopias for the construction of a radically just reality 
emerges. 
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CURATORIAL PROPOSITION DEVELOPMENT

“The ideas of the ruling class are in every epoch the ruling ideas, i.e. the 
class which is the ruling material force of society, is at the same time its 
ruling intellectual force. The class which has the means of material 
production at its disposal, has control at the same time over the means of 
mental production, so that thereby, generally speaking, the ideas of 
those who lack the means of mental production are subject to it. The 
ruling ideas are nothing more than the ideal expression of the dominant 
material relationships, the dominant material relationships grasped as 
ideas; hence of the relationships which make the one class the ruling one, 
therefore, the ideas of its dominance. The individuals composing the 
ruling class possess among other things consciousness, and therefore 
think. Insofar, therefore, as they rule as a class and determine the extent 
and compass of an epoch, it is self-evident that they do this in its whole 
range, hence among other things rule also as thinkers, as producers of 
ideas, and regulate the production and distribution of the ideas of their 
age: thus their ideas are the ruling ideas of the epoch.” (MARX; ENGELS, 
2009)

 Therefore, the hegemonic architecture of an epoch concretizes the wants and desires of a class. As 
we live in the capitalist economic system, architecture fulls the role of commodity and capital dictates its 
tendency. Thus, by looking at the material reality, we can observe that the tendency assumes 
contradictory forms: abstraction and reality. Abstraction refers to the view that architecture is an 
exception, as a fetishized commodity, where a minority dictates and dominates the ideal and utopian. 
Whereas reality, the real movement of architectural production is expressed by the exclusion of the 
majority from the ideal, and the coercion of the construction of the real.
 The same ideology that dictates the abstract tendency and benets from real architecture, 
diffuses in all layers of society, through power structures, the impossibility of a radical change in reality. 
But it was not always like that. In the age of revolution, new models of the future were disputed, and 
demanding the impossible was realistic. With the advance of neoliberalism, through austerity policies 
and nancialization of all spheres of private life, we witness the so-called “end of history”, or, as 
conceptualized by Mark Fisher, the “Capitalist Realism”. This falls upon us as an impossibility of thinking 
about a socialization system outside of late capitalism.
 In response to the stagnation of the future, utopias prove to be an important space of dispute, 
since, during the history of mankind, it was used as a critical tool to the reality of its time by acquiring the 
propositional meaning of new structures of society. 

“Utopia is on the horizon. I move two steps closer; it moves two 
steps further away. I walk another ten steps and the horizon runs 
ten steps further away. As much as I may walk, I'll never reach it. 
So what's the point of utopia? The point is this: to keep walking.”

 However, for the construction of the horizon, a concrete analysis of the concrete reality is necessary, 
since Latin America fullls the role it is bound to have in the international division of labor, that of the 
breadbasket of the world and the stage of predatory, exploratory and mercalizing prison of all spheres 
of the reproduction of life, subordinate and dependent on the capitalist and imperialist order. Faced with 
this, the curatorial proposal is responsible for seizing the utopias for the construction of a radically just 
reality.

proposta curatorial

 The curatorial proposal for  is Reconstruction of the utopia for the construction of the real
spacialized in excluding areas as a point of interlocution in relation to the axes listed by the theme, 
following as a starting point for the structuring of activities, the critique of reality. This structure will be 
arranged chronologically from the following axes: memory at Avenida Paulista, bodies at Parque 
Pinheirinho d'água, ecology at Jardim Lapena, democracy at Parque Novo Mundo and all of them 
traversed by the information axis. The spaces listed for the event are part of the “social urbanism” action 
of the Pact for Fair Cities, since they are communities in political organization in the ght for basic rights.

 Thus, the biennial will take place in four different locations, each related to an axis, in an itinerant 
way, with two exhibitions each, one xed and one ephemeral. The xed exhibitions will take place at the 
Unied Educational Centers (CEUs), which allows for articulation with children and the community, 
encouraging popular participation in activities. The ephemeral ones, on the other hand, will take place in 
open spaces in the same location, with the aim of promoting occupation and circulation through public 
spaces. The proposed activities are: 

  Exhibitions of Fixed and ephemeral exhibitions:
works by urban planners and architects, artists, designers, 
researchers, among other producers of critical reections, 
related to the thematic axis, selected through open calls and 
invitations.

 Scenes: Performing artistic presentations of 
introduction to the thematic axis, with the objective of 
instigating reections and criticisms, which will be selected 
through open calls and invitations.

  Conversation circles in open spaces using Circles:
the radio's itinerant structure as support, related to the 
thematic axis, with the participation of community leaders, 
social movements, researchers, among other producers of 
critical reections, selected through open calls and 
invitations.

 Occupations: Open mic Musical event  and open 
air markets, articulated with the local community and its 
potential, in a public and open space, using the itinerant 
structure of the radio that will have selected musicians 
through open calls and invitations as mediation.

  Audiovisual presentation, related to the Cine:
theme, using the radio structure, projecting in public and 
open spaces, selected through open calls and invitations. 

 Cultural expression event, articulated with Slam: 
the local community and its potential, in a public and open 
space, using the structure of the itinerant radio that will have 
as a mediation collectives and local cultural agents selected 
through invitations. 

 
 Sofas: Conversation circles in open spaces using the 
itinerant structure of the radio as a support, related to the 
thematic axis, with the participation of higher education 
students, high school students, youth from the social 
movement and popular courses, mediated by the organized 
student movement selected through open calls and 
invitations.

 
 Participatory project workshops related Extension: 
to the theme, in CEUs, involving children, teachers, local 
community, social movements, urban planners, artists, rebel 
architects among other critical agents, mediated by agents 
of the ght for the right to the city, selected through open 
calls and invitations.

 
 

 Radio: Itinerant structure that supports the other 
axis, with a project selected through an open call proposal, 
its programming administered by community radio stations 
selected through invitations.  
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MEMORY

Memory is not limited to a partial and limited process of memories, its funcion is based on the 
selection of historical events, which have value in the concrete and imagetic construction of the 
future. Thus, memory also predicts oblivion, aimed at “defeated” colonized, dependent, 
underdeveloped peoples; peoples who have no domain over their own memory. These forgotten, 
excluded from the ofcial narrative, are the same responsible for the construction of the real 
architecture, subjugated to a double negation, that of their past and their future. Faced with this, the 
memory axis proposes revisiting the erased past, questioning the ofcial narratives and rescuing 
lost utopies.
As a curatorial suggestion, the selected activities and exhibitions will extend throughout the 
buildings and Avenida Paulista as a form of denunciation, since coffee, industrial and banking 
activities nanced a large part of the constructions, through the overexploitation of work, either at 
the beginning of their occupation, with large mansions, or currently in the presence of 
headquarters buildings for these same activities. Faced with this, the Memory axis proposes to 
revisit the erased past of the production of space along the axis of Avenida Paulista, questioning 
ofcial narratives and rescuing lost utopias. The listed places are: (1) Casa das Rosas - Casarão do 
Ramos de Azevedo. Av Paulista, 37; (2) Oswaldo Cruz Square. Av Paulista, 48; (3) Maison Denner - 
Banco Santander. Av Paulista, 709; (4) FIESP. Av Paulista, 1313; (5) Parque Trianon. Av Paulista, 
1578; (6) MASP. Av Paulista, 1578; (7) Monument to Anhanguera, 1578; (8) Casa das Uvais. Av 
Paulista 1811; (9) Franco de Mello Palace. Av Paulista, 1919; (10) IMS. Av Paulista, 2424; (10) 

BODIES
 
 Bodies in capitalist society are subject to social 
roles, and these are related to the form of exploitation 
that falls on the subject. However, the “other” in the 
human race does not exist, but social constructs under 
specic conditions of society which determine the 
individual susceptible to domination. This social 
individual is under different forms: the woman; the 
“other” of man; the black; the “other” of white; the 
colonized; the “other” of the colonizer. These damned 
of the earth, predestined to the captivity of their own 
bodies, in the unpaid work of caring imposed to 
women, in the sevile and non-intellectual work 
imposed to blacks, in prostitution imposed to 
t r anssexua ls  and  t r ansves t i t es,  o r  in  the 
overexploitaition of  colonized peoples. This is 
reected in the dynamics of the territory, since they are 
restricted to public and private spaces, pushed aside to 
the margin and deprived of the right to the city, 
housing, basic sanitation, education, health, food, 
culture and leisure: life. 
As a curatorial suggestion, the selected activities and 
exhibitions will be displayed in the CEU of
Parque Pinheirinho d'água and in open public spaces, subsequently chosen jointly by the community. Thus, 
the Corpos axis proposes, through a participatory process, the rescue of fundamental private rights, to 
move towards the utopias of bodies free from their roles.

ECOLOGY

 The position of underdeveloped countries in the international division of labor fullls the 
role of agro-export latifundia, which results in the incessant expansion of exploratory 
monoculture, workforce and natural resources. The advance of neoliberalism accentuates the 
expulsions of native and campesino peoples, overpopulating Latin American cities, when they are 
not outright murdered. As land is a commodity, capital decides which areas are subject to 
speculation and which are of no value, through the use of the State to implement urbanization. 
Devalued areas, where the majority of the population lives, are areas that suffer environmental 
impacts and lack basic infrastructure. Thus, the most vulnerable populations - black, poor, 
indigenous, riverside, quilombola, etc. - are the most affected under the current environmental and 
sanitary crisis. Faced with this, the ecology axis proposes:
 As a curatorial suggestion, the selected activities and exhibitions will be displayed in the 
CEU of  and in open public spaces, subsequently chosen jointly by the community. Jardim Lapena
Thus, the Ecology axis proposes, through a participatory process, alternative formulations of 
territorial occupation, to guarantee the right to life, and thus take possession of utopias.

INFORMATION

 The technological revolution, for a moment, 
was the hope of universal access to information, no 
longer exclusive to communication conglomerates, 
but a space for wide expression and human 
connection. However, reality proved to be faithful 
to the structure of the current society, by 
guaranteeing the control of information via the 
Internet, be it through large private monopolies, 
through the possession of the means of production 
in the transformation into private spaces and in the 
transmission of its ideas, or through content control 
and surveillance. Thus, virtual space, an important 
means of socialization, becomes a replica of 
territorial exclusion by creating yet another 
monetary frontier.
 As a curatorial suggestion, the axis will 
occur in an itinerant way, represented in the event 
by the radio, administered popularly, covering all 
other themes as support. Thus, the Information axis 
proposes to open democratic spaces for 
communication, reection, criticism and cultural 
manifestation.

DEMOCRACY

    Democracy predicts that power emanates 
from the people, that the State responds to the 
needs of the population, in this way, theoretically 
there would be no overlapping of class interests, let 
alone the use of it as an apparatus of repression. 
However, in the current political-economic system, 
the state is used by the dominant class to violently 
impose its agenda, either in “legal” terms through 
institutions, or through the monopoly of violence, 
through the police apparatus. In addition, all 
alternative forms of democracy, born out of 
popular revolt, ourishing in the heart of Latin 
America, have suffered external political 
interference. Therefore, the so-called “democratic” 
state is not so democratic. As a curatorial 
suggestion, the selected activities and exhibitions 
will be displayed in the CEU of  Parque Novo Mundo
and in open public spaces, subsequently chosen 
jointly by the community. Thus, the Democracy axis 
proposes, through a participatory process, to 
overcome immobilizing capitalist realism, through 
the reconstruction of our utopias to build a radically 
just society.
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not outright murdered. As land is a commodity, capital decides which areas are subject to 
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 As a curatorial suggestion, the selected activities and exhibitions will be displayed in the 
CEU of  and in open public spaces, subsequently chosen jointly by the community. Jardim Lapena
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 The suggested schedule of the event was structured according to the axes and places of focus, 
however the conrmation of dates and times is subject to the availability of spaces and the conductors of 
activities.
 In this way, a circle (lecture) was placed on the rst Thursday; two cinemas, scenes and workshops, 
one during the week and the other during the weekend, which may include different audiences; a drift 
over the weekend; a sofa; and a slam and occupy, during Friday or Saturday nights for each thematic 
axis.
 In order to build greater repercussion and reection on each axis, we also try to position activities 
that occur in sequence, as well as “free” days which give more visibility to active samples.
 

    

(1)   (2)   (3)ENGLES, Frederich e MARX, Karl. A ideologia alemã.;  GRAMISCI, Antonio. Cadernos do cárcere;  
FISHER, Mark. Realismo Capitalista;  FANON, Frantz. Os condenados da terra  MARINI, Ruy Mauro.   (4) ;  (5)
Dialética da dependência;  HARVEY, David. Cidades Rebeldes;  GALEANO, Eduardo apud. BIRRI,   (6)  (7)
F e r n a n d o .  E n t r e v i s t a  d e  P a r a  q u e  s e r v e  u m a  u t o p i a ? .  D i s p o n í v e l  e m : 
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iqi1oaKvzs&ab_channel=WilsonMelo>;   STÉDILE, João Pedro e (8)
SÈRGIO, Frei. A Luta Pela Terra no Brasil. 1ª edução. ;   SÃBARBOSA, Lia Pinheiro; MICHAEL ROSSET, Peter. (9)
Movimentos Sociais e Educação do Campo na América Latina: aprendizagens de um percurso histórico. Práxis 
E d u c a c i o n a l ,  [ S . l . ] ,  v .  1 3 ,  n .  2 6 ,  m a r.  2 0 1 8 .  I S S N  2 1 7 8 - 2 6 7 9 .  D i s p o n í v e l  e m : 
<http://periodicos2.uesb.br/index.php/praxis/article/view/2819>. Acesso em: 15 jul. 2020. doi: 
https://doi.org/10.22481/praxis.v13i26.2819. ;  STÉDILE, João Pedro e SÈRGIO, Frei. A Luta Pela Terra no (10) 
Brasil. 1ª edução. ;  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9iqi1oaKvzs&ab_channel=WilsonMelo    (11)  (12)
h t t p s : / / b o o k s . g o o g l e . c o m . b r / b o o k s ? h l = p t -
B R & l r = & i d = 9 c Z c B A A A Q B A J & o i = f n d & p g = P T 4 & d q = u t o p i a & o t s = 9 n D Q G -
VVzv&sig=HcisKIBXOXrcxwvcpLNSMJQTAbM&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=utopia&f=false
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09

 The proposal was built in a collective manner, through remote meetings to align and discuss topics. 
Subsequently divided into work fronts, with weekly reports and deliberations. The group consists of 4 
architects and urban planners, 4 Architecture and Urbanism students, an English student, a Philosophy 
student and 3 Music students with practical experiences in organizing events of Architecture and 
Urbanism, of Expography, in Public Policies, in the social movement, in Cultural Production. 
 We intend to work collectively and horizontally, respecting individualities, through joint decision 
making for coordinated and decentralized actions. In this way, the work is developed in groups of 
Curatorship, Design and Communication, Projects and Expography, Activities, and Infrastructure. Its 
duties are:
 

Curatorial group: will be responsible for research, selection of works, speakers and ofciators, and 
production of text for exhibition and publication after the event.
-Curators
-Researchers

Graphic Design, Media and Communication Group: will be responsible for the Bienal’s graphic 
production, internal communication, and registering activities for publication and dissemination through 
social media and the press.
-Design
-Photographer
-Video producer
-Media advisor

Project Group and Expographic Space: will be responsible for the technical project of construction, 
lighting, design and signage of the itinerant structure and the expographic spaces.
-Architect
-Design of Expographic Spaces

Infrastructure, Assembly and Maintenance Group: will be responsible for the assembly and disassembly 
of exhibitions, lectures, conferences, and activities in general.
-Carpentry and construction
-Assemblers
-Lighting technician
-Sound technician

Production and Mediation Group: will be responsible for nancial monitoring, payments, mediation and 
contact with institutions, social movements, speakers, ofciators, and schools of architecture.
-Mediator
-Supervisor
-Coordinator

CURATORIAL 

ProductionProject and Expographic Design and Communication Infrastructure
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FINANCIAL PHYSICAL SCHEDULE
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15

oi

ITEM DESCRITIVO DETALHAMENTO (EM TÓPICOS)            VALOR  ESTIMADO

1

1.1.1 Curadoria Selecionada 7 curadores por 15 meses. R$ 262.500,00

1.1.2 Equipes Técnicas auxiliares à Curadoria Se  l e c  ionada 2 pesquisadores por 3 meses. R$ 10.800,00

1.1.3 Chamadas Abertas

- 2 jurados por um mês para chamada de grupos de teatro; 

- 2 jurados por 1 mês para chamada de comunicação visual; 

- 2 jurados por 1 més para chamada de projeto da estrutura itinerante;

- 3 jurados por 1 mês para chamada de projeto expográco;

R$ 25.000,00

1.1.4 Projeto Expográco
- Projeto expográco que contemple 5 espaços expositivos distintos;

- Projeto expográco que contemple 5 mostras do espaço expográrico da esturura 

itinetrante.
R$ 30.000,00

1.1.5 Projeto de Comunicação Visual

- Elaboração da identidade visual da 13ª Bienal;

- Projeto de comunicação visual expositiva para 6 espaços expositivos;

- Projeto visual do site;

- Projeto visual do mapa e atividades da 13ª Bienal;

- Projeto visual do catálogo das obras expostas.

R$ 34.000,00

1. 1. 6 Projeto da Estrutura Itinerante
- Projeto de adaptação de contêner para utlização para palco, rádio, banheiro e mostra 

expográca.
R$ 5.000,00

1.1.6 Espaço de Trabalho e alimentação 
- Aluguel de escritório durante 15 meses;

- Alimentação e deslocamento 15 meses - dias uteis - para 7 pessoas.
R$ 114.000,00

2

2.1        EXPOSIÇÕES

2.1.1 Espaço itinerante e necessidades estrutura i s    p révias

- Contratação do cavalo mecânico e motorista;

- Semirreboque porta contâiner BUG;

- Material para construção da estrutura;

- Mão de obra;

- Aluguel de galpão para montagem e desmontagem;

- Sistema de iluminação;

- Sistema de som;

- Sistema de mídia. 

R$ 120.100,00

2.1.2 Equipe técnica

- Montagem e desmontagem das mostras;

- Montagem e desmontagem das mostras itinerantes;

- Instalação de sinalização e da comunicação visual;

- Montagem da iluminação;

- Montagem do equipamento de som; 

- 3 carregadores por 10 dias;

- 12 Diárias de Manutenção/ Limpeza;

- Material de limpeza.

R$ 18.000,00

2. 1. 3 Funcionários
- Seguranças (2);

- Mediadores (4).
R$ 20.000,00

2.1.4 Conteúdo

- Remuneração dos artistas e escritórios selecionados;

- Material para as obras selecionadas;

- Produção de obras selecionadas;

- Revisão e tradução de textos; 

- Acessibilidade.

R$ 70.000,00

2.1.5 Logística
- Fretes e pequenos transportes;

- Armazenagem de obras.
R$ 10.000,00

2.2 CONFERÊNCIAS

2.2.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 4 conferencistas;

- 2 passagens internacionais (ida e volta);

- 2 passagens nacionais (ida e volta);

- 16 diárias de hospedagem;

- 16 diárias de per diem.

R$ 20.850,00

2.2.2 Logística
- 2 tradutores simultâneos das Conferências (portugês e libras);

- Transcrição das Conferências;

- Tradução da Transcrição das Conferências.
R$ 3.000,00

2.3 PALESTRAS

2.3.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 10 palestrantes nacionais; 

- Remuneração de 1 palestrante internacional;

- 1 passagens internacionais (ida e volta);

- 10 passagens nacionais (ida e volta);

- 22 diárias de hospedagem;

- 11 diárias de per diem.

R$ 29.650,00

2.3.2 Logística
- 2 tradutores simultânea das palestras (português, se necessário e libras);

- Transcrição das Palestras e Ocinas;

- Tradução da Transcrição Palestras e Ocinas.
R$ 3.000,00

PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO

PRODUÇÃO

2.4 DERIVAS, CENAS, OFICINAS E SOFÁS

2.4.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 5 oficiantes; 

- Remuneração de 2 grupos de teatro oficiantes; 

- Remuneração de 5 coordenadores de deriva;

- Deslocamento;

- Alimentação.

R$ 17.000,00

2.4.2 Logística
- Tradutor simultâneo (em libras);

- Transcrição das Ocinas e Sofás;
R$ 1.500,00

2.5 ADMINISTRATIVO

2.5.1 Despesas Operacionais
- Compra de Materiais Diversos;

- Postagem em Correios e Fretes;

- Transporte das Equipes.
R$ 10.000,00

2.5.2 Encargos

- Taxas e impostos;

- Alvarás de eventos temporários;

- Concessão da prefeitura para estacionar a estrutura itinerante;

- Registro dos certicados;

- Laudos de responsabilidade técnica para eventos temporários;

- Direitos Autorais e Cessão de Imagem;

- ECAD;

- Seguro de responsabilidade civil;

- Encargos trabalhistas;

- Seguro de obras, pessoas e viagens.

R$ 20.000,00

2. 5. 3 Prossionais 

- Produtor Executivo;

- Contador;

- Secretária;

- Assistente.
R$ 17.100,00

2.6 COMUNICAÇÃO E DIVULGAÇÃO

2.6.1 Sinalização e Comunicação Visual da Exposição

- Impressão dos Textos de parede;

- Impressão das sinalização; 

- 5000 Folders;

- Produção de Legendas para obras selecionadas.

R$ 5.500,00

2.6.2 Divulgação

- 10 Banners;

- 500 Cartazes;

- Divulgação por rádio;

- 2000 panfletos;

- Totens.

R$ 9.000,00

2.7 EVENTOS

2.7.1 Abertura
- 1500 copos;

- Painel para apresentção;

- Mesas e cadeiras.
R$ 5.000,00

2. 7. 2 Encerramento
- 1500 copos;

- Painel para apresentção;

- Mesas e cadeiras.
R$ 5.000,00

3 PÓS-PRODUÇÃO

3.1 PUBLICAÇÃO

3.1.1 Diagramação - Diagramação da publicação digital e impressa com 130 páginas. R$ 5.000,00

3.1.2 Impressão - Impressão de 1500 exemplares. R$ 60.000,00

3. 1. 3 Distribuição
- Postagem pelo Correios;

- Embalagem de proteção.
R$ 9.000,00

3.2 REGISTRO

3.2.1 Cobertura

- Cobertura em foto e vídeo dos eventos da 13ª Bienal;

- Registro fotográfico da exposição;

- Streaming das conferências e das palestras e debates;

- Vídeo-síntese.

- Assessor de imprensa;

- Videomaker (2);

- Fotógrafo (2).

R$ 60.000,00

RS1.000.000

oi

ITEM DESCRIPTIVE DETAiL (IN TOPICSS)                  ESTIMATED VALUE

1

1.1.1      Selected Curatorship - 7 curators for 15 months. R$ 262.500,00

1.1.2      Technical Teams auxiliary to the Selected Curatorship - 2 researchers for 3 months. R$ 10.800,00

1.1.3      Open Calls

- 2 jurors for a month to call theater groups; 

- 2 jurors for 1 month for visual communication call ; 

- 2 jurors for 1 month for open call of itinerant structure project;

- 3 jurors for 1 month for open call of expographic project;

R$ 25.000,00

1.1.4      Expographic Project
  Expographic project that contemplates 5 different exhibition spaces;

- Expographic project that includes 5 samples of the expographic space of the height 

itinetrant.
R$ 30.000,00

1.1.5      Visual Communication Project

- Elaboration of the visual identity of the 13th Bienal;

- Visual exhibition communication project for 6 exhibition spaces;

- Visual website design;

- Visual map design and activities for the 13th Bienal;

- Visual design of the catalog of the exhibited works. 

R$ 34.000,00

1. 1. 6      Itinerant Structure Project
- Visual design of the catalog of the exhibited works. 
expographic   .

R$ 5.000,00

1.1.6      Workspace and food
- Office rent for 15 months;

- Food and travel 15 months - working days - for 7 people.
R$ 114.000,00

2

2.1 EXHIBITIONS

2.1.1      Itinerant space and previous structural needs

- Hiring of the mechanical horse and driver;

- BUG container semi-trailer;
- Structure building material;

- Labor;

- Shed rental for assembly and disassembly;

- Lighting system;

- Sound system;

- Media system.

R$ 120.100,00

2.1.2      Technical staff

- Assembly and disassembly of the samples;
- Assembly and disassembly of the traveling samples;

- Installation of signage and visual communication;
- Lighting assembly;

- Assembly of sound equipment;

- 3 chargers for 10 days;
- 12 Daily Maintenance / Cleaning;

- Cleaning material.

R$ 18.000,00

2.1.3      Employees                             - Security (2);

- Mediators (4).
R$ 20.000,00

2.1.4      Content

- Remuneration of selected artists and offices;

-  Material for the selected works;

- Produção de obras selecionadas;

- Proofreading and translation of texts;

- Accessibility.

R$ 70.000,00

2.1.5 Logistics
- Freight and small transport;

- Works storage.
R$ 10.000,00

2.2      CONFERENCES

2.2.1     Guests

- Remuneration of 4 speakers;

- 2 international tickets (round trip);

- 2 national tickets (round trip);
- 16 nights accommodation;

- 16 daily per diem.

R$ 20.850,00

2.2.2 Logistics
- 2 simultaneous translators of the Conferences (Portuguese and pounds);

- Conference Transcription;
- Translation of the Conference Transcript.

R$ 3.000,00

2.3      LECTURE

2.3.1      Guests

- Remuneration of 10 national speakers;

- Remuneration of 1 international speaker;
- 1 international tickets (round trip);

- 10 national tickets (round trip);

- 22 nights accommodation;

- 11 per diem daily rates.

R$ 29.650,00

2.3.2 Logistics
- 2 simultaneous lecturers of the lectures (Portuguese, if necessary and pounds);

- Transcription of Lectures and Workshops;
- Translation of the Lectures and Workshops Transcription.

R$ 3.000,00

ESTIMATIVE 13ª BIA - [UTOPIA]

PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO

PRODUCTION

-

2.4      DERIVES, SCENES, WORKSHOPS AND SOFAS

2.4.1 Guests

- Remuneration of 5 officers;

- Remuneration of 2 officiating theater groups;

- Remuneration of 5 drift coordinators;
- Displacement;

- Food.

R$ 17.000,00

2.4.2 Logistics
- Simultaneous translator (in pounds);
- Transcription of Workshops and Sofas;

R$ 1.500,00

2.5 ADMINISTRATIVE

2.5.1      Operational expenses
- Purchase of Miscellaneous Materials;
- Posting in Post and Freight;

- Transporting the Teams.
R$ 10.000,00

2.5.2      Charges

- Fees and taxes;
- Temporary event permits;

- City hall concession to park the itinerant structure;

- Registration of certificates;
- Technical responsibility reports for temporary events;

- Copyright and Image Assignment;

- ECAD;

- Liability insurance;

-Labor benefits;

- works, people and travel insurance.

R$ 20.000,00

2. 5. 3      Professionals  

- Executive producer;

- Counter;

- Secretary;

- Assistant.
R$ 17.100,00

2.6      COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION

2.6.1      Exhibition Signage and Visual Communication

- Printing of wall texts;

- Printing of signs;

- 5000 Folders;

- Production of subtitles for selected works.

R$ 5.500,00

2.6.2      Divulgation

- 10 Banners;

- 500 Posters; 

- Disclosure by radio;

- 2000 flyers;

- Totens.

R$ 9.000,00

2.7 EVENTOS

2.7.1      Opening
- 1500 cups;

- Presentation panel;

- Tables and chairs.
R$ 5.000,00

2. 7. 2      Closing
- 1500 cups;

- Presentation panel;

- Tables and chairs. 
R$ 5.000,00

3      POST-PRODUCTION

3.1      PUBLICATION

3.1.1      Diagramming - Layout of the digital and printed publication with 130 pages. R$ 5.000,00

3.1.2      Print - 1500 copies printed. R$ 60.000,00

3. 1. 3      Distribution
- Posting by post;

- Protective packaging.
R$ 9.000,00

3.2      RECORD

3.2.1 Coverage

- Photo and video coverage of the events of the 13th Bienal;

- Photographic record of the exhibition;

- Streaming of conferences and lectures and debates;

- Video synthesis.

- Press officer;
- Videomaker (2);

- Photographer (2).

R$ 60.000,00

RS1.000.000
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oi

ITEM DESCRITIVO DETALHAMENTO (EM TÓPICOS)            VALOR  ESTIMADO

1

1.1.1 Curadoria Selecionada 7 curadores por 15 meses. R$ 262.500,00

1.1.2 Equipes Técnicas auxiliares à Curadoria Se  l e c  ionada 2 pesquisadores por 3 meses. R$ 10.800,00

1.1.3 Chamadas Abertas

- 2 jurados por um mês para chamada de grupos de teatro; 

- 2 jurados por 1 mês para chamada de comunicação visual; 

- 2 jurados por 1 més para chamada de projeto da estrutura itinerante;

- 3 jurados por 1 mês para chamada de projeto expográco;

R$ 25.000,00

1.1.4 Projeto Expográco
- Projeto expográco que contemple 5 espaços expositivos distintos;

- Projeto expográco que contemple 5 mostras do espaço expográrico da esturura 

itinetrante.
R$ 30.000,00

1.1.5 Projeto de Comunicação Visual

- Elaboração da identidade visual da 13ª Bienal;

- Projeto de comunicação visual expositiva para 6 espaços expositivos;

- Projeto visual do site;

- Projeto visual do mapa e atividades da 13ª Bienal;

- Projeto visual do catálogo das obras expostas.

R$ 34.000,00

1. 1. 6 Projeto da Estrutura Itinerante
- Projeto de adaptação de contêner para utlização para palco, rádio, banheiro e mostra 

expográca.
R$ 5.000,00

1.1.6 Espaço de Trabalho e alimentação 
- Aluguel de escritório durante 15 meses;

- Alimentação e deslocamento 15 meses - dias uteis - para 7 pessoas.
R$ 114.000,00

2

2.1        EXPOSIÇÕES

2.1.1 Espaço itinerante e necessidades estrutura i s    p révias

- Contratação do cavalo mecânico e motorista;

- Semirreboque porta contâiner BUG;

- Material para construção da estrutura;

- Mão de obra;

- Aluguel de galpão para montagem e desmontagem;

- Sistema de iluminação;

- Sistema de som;

- Sistema de mídia. 

R$ 120.100,00

2.1.2 Equipe técnica

- Montagem e desmontagem das mostras;

- Montagem e desmontagem das mostras itinerantes;

- Instalação de sinalização e da comunicação visual;

- Montagem da iluminação;

- Montagem do equipamento de som; 

- 3 carregadores por 10 dias;

- 12 Diárias de Manutenção/ Limpeza;

- Material de limpeza.

R$ 18.000,00

2. 1. 3 Funcionários
- Seguranças (2);

- Mediadores (4).
R$ 20.000,00

2.1.4 Conteúdo

- Remuneração dos artistas e escritórios selecionados;

- Material para as obras selecionadas;

- Produção de obras selecionadas;

- Revisão e tradução de textos; 

- Acessibilidade.

R$ 70.000,00

2.1.5 Logística
- Fretes e pequenos transportes;

- Armazenagem de obras.
R$ 10.000,00

2.2 CONFERÊNCIAS

2.2.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 4 conferencistas;

- 2 passagens internacionais (ida e volta);

- 2 passagens nacionais (ida e volta);

- 16 diárias de hospedagem;

- 16 diárias de per diem.

R$ 20.850,00

2.2.2 Logística
- 2 tradutores simultâneos das Conferências (portugês e libras);

- Transcrição das Conferências;

- Tradução da Transcrição das Conferências.
R$ 3.000,00

2.3 PALESTRAS

2.3.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 10 palestrantes nacionais; 

- Remuneração de 1 palestrante internacional;

- 1 passagens internacionais (ida e volta);

- 10 passagens nacionais (ida e volta);

- 22 diárias de hospedagem;

- 11 diárias de per diem.

R$ 29.650,00

2.3.2 Logística
- 2 tradutores simultânea das palestras (português, se necessário e libras);

- Transcrição das Palestras e Ocinas;

- Tradução da Transcrição Palestras e Ocinas.
R$ 3.000,00

PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO

PRODUÇÃO

2.4 DERIVAS, CENAS, OFICINAS E SOFÁS

2.4.1 Convidados

- Remuneração de 5 oficiantes; 

- Remuneração de 2 grupos de teatro oficiantes; 

- Remuneração de 5 coordenadores de deriva;

- Deslocamento;

- Alimentação.

R$ 17.000,00

2.4.2 Logística
- Tradutor simultâneo (em libras);

- Transcrição das Ocinas e Sofás;
R$ 1.500,00

2.5 ADMINISTRATIVO

2.5.1 Despesas Operacionais
- Compra de Materiais Diversos;

- Postagem em Correios e Fretes;

- Transporte das Equipes.
R$ 10.000,00

2.5.2 Encargos

- Taxas e impostos;

- Alvarás de eventos temporários;

- Concessão da prefeitura para estacionar a estrutura itinerante;

- Registro dos certicados;

- Laudos de responsabilidade técnica para eventos temporários;

- Direitos Autorais e Cessão de Imagem;

- ECAD;

- Seguro de responsabilidade civil;

- Encargos trabalhistas;

- Seguro de obras, pessoas e viagens.

R$ 20.000,00

2. 5. 3 Prossionais 

- Produtor Executivo;

- Contador;

- Secretária;

- Assistente.
R$ 17.100,00

2.6 COMUNICAÇÃO E DIVULGAÇÃO

2.6.1 Sinalização e Comunicação Visual da Exposição

- Impressão dos Textos de parede;

- Impressão das sinalização; 

- 5000 Folders;

- Produção de Legendas para obras selecionadas.

R$ 5.500,00

2.6.2 Divulgação

- 10 Banners;

- 500 Cartazes;

- Divulgação por rádio;

- 2000 panfletos;

- Totens.

R$ 9.000,00

2.7 EVENTOS

2.7.1 Abertura
- 1500 copos;

- Painel para apresentção;

- Mesas e cadeiras.
R$ 5.000,00

2. 7. 2 Encerramento
- 1500 copos;

- Painel para apresentção;

- Mesas e cadeiras.
R$ 5.000,00

3 PÓS-PRODUÇÃO

3.1 PUBLICAÇÃO

3.1.1 Diagramação - Diagramação da publicação digital e impressa com 130 páginas. R$ 5.000,00

3.1.2 Impressão - Impressão de 1500 exemplares. R$ 60.000,00

3. 1. 3 Distribuição
- Postagem pelo Correios;

- Embalagem de proteção.
R$ 9.000,00

3.2 REGISTRO

3.2.1 Cobertura

- Cobertura em foto e vídeo dos eventos da 13ª Bienal;

- Registro fotográfico da exposição;

- Streaming das conferências e das palestras e debates;

- Vídeo-síntese.

- Assessor de imprensa;

- Videomaker (2);

- Fotógrafo (2).

R$ 60.000,00

RS1.000.000

oi

ITEM DESCRIPTIVE DETAiL (IN TOPICSS)                  ESTIMATED VALUE

1

1.1.1      Selected Curatorship - 7 curators for 15 months. R$ 262.500,00

1.1.2      Technical Teams auxiliary to the Selected Curatorship - 2 researchers for 3 months. R$ 10.800,00

1.1.3      Open Calls

- 2 jurors for a month to call theater groups; 

- 2 jurors for 1 month for visual communication call ; 

- 2 jurors for 1 month for open call of itinerant structure project;

- 3 jurors for 1 month for open call of expographic project;

R$ 25.000,00

1.1.4      Expographic Project
  Expographic project that contemplates 5 different exhibition spaces;

- Expographic project that includes 5 samples of the expographic space of the height 

itinetrant.
R$ 30.000,00

1.1.5      Visual Communication Project

- Elaboration of the visual identity of the 13th Bienal;

- Visual exhibition communication project for 6 exhibition spaces;

- Visual website design;

- Visual map design and activities for the 13th Bienal;

- Visual design of the catalog of the exhibited works. 

R$ 34.000,00

1. 1. 6      Itinerant Structure Project
- Visual design of the catalog of the exhibited works. 
expographic   .

R$ 5.000,00

1.1.6      Workspace and food
- Office rent for 15 months;

- Food and travel 15 months - working days - for 7 people.
R$ 114.000,00

2

2.1 EXHIBITIONS

2.1.1      Itinerant space and previous structural needs

- Hiring of the mechanical horse and driver;

- BUG container semi-trailer;
- Structure building material;

- Labor;

- Shed rental for assembly and disassembly;

- Lighting system;

- Sound system;

- Media system.

R$ 120.100,00

2.1.2      Technical staff

- Assembly and disassembly of the samples;
- Assembly and disassembly of the traveling samples;

- Installation of signage and visual communication;
- Lighting assembly;

- Assembly of sound equipment;

- 3 chargers for 10 days;
- 12 Daily Maintenance / Cleaning;

- Cleaning material.

R$ 18.000,00

2.1.3      Employees                             - Security (2);

- Mediators (4).
R$ 20.000,00

2.1.4      Content

- Remuneration of selected artists and offices;

-  Material for the selected works;

- Produção de obras selecionadas;

- Proofreading and translation of texts;

- Accessibility.

R$ 70.000,00

2.1.5 Logistics
- Freight and small transport;

- Works storage.
R$ 10.000,00

2.2      CONFERENCES

2.2.1     Guests

- Remuneration of 4 speakers;

- 2 international tickets (round trip);

- 2 national tickets (round trip);
- 16 nights accommodation;

- 16 daily per diem.

R$ 20.850,00

2.2.2 Logistics
- 2 simultaneous translators of the Conferences (Portuguese and pounds);

- Conference Transcription;
- Translation of the Conference Transcript.

R$ 3.000,00

2.3      LECTURE

2.3.1      Guests

- Remuneration of 10 national speakers;

- Remuneration of 1 international speaker;
- 1 international tickets (round trip);

- 10 national tickets (round trip);

- 22 nights accommodation;

- 11 per diem daily rates.

R$ 29.650,00

2.3.2 Logistics
- 2 simultaneous lecturers of the lectures (Portuguese, if necessary and pounds);

- Transcription of Lectures and Workshops;
- Translation of the Lectures and Workshops Transcription.

R$ 3.000,00

ESTIMATIVE 13ª BIA - [UTOPIA]

PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO

PRODUCTION

-

2.4      DERIVES, SCENES, WORKSHOPS AND SOFAS

2.4.1 Guests

- Remuneration of 5 officers;

- Remuneration of 2 officiating theater groups;

- Remuneration of 5 drift coordinators;
- Displacement;

- Food.

R$ 17.000,00

2.4.2 Logistics
- Simultaneous translator (in pounds);
- Transcription of Workshops and Sofas;

R$ 1.500,00

2.5 ADMINISTRATIVE

2.5.1      Operational expenses
- Purchase of Miscellaneous Materials;
- Posting in Post and Freight;

- Transporting the Teams.
R$ 10.000,00

2.5.2      Charges

- Fees and taxes;
- Temporary event permits;

- City hall concession to park the itinerant structure;

- Registration of certificates;
- Technical responsibility reports for temporary events;

- Copyright and Image Assignment;

- ECAD;

- Liability insurance;

-Labor benefits;

- works, people and travel insurance.

R$ 20.000,00

2. 5. 3      Professionals  

- Executive producer;

- Counter;

- Secretary;

- Assistant.
R$ 17.100,00

2.6      COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION

2.6.1      Exhibition Signage and Visual Communication

- Printing of wall texts;

- Printing of signs;

- 5000 Folders;

- Production of subtitles for selected works.

R$ 5.500,00

2.6.2      Divulgation

- 10 Banners;

- 500 Posters; 

- Disclosure by radio;

- 2000 flyers;

- Totens.

R$ 9.000,00

2.7 EVENTOS

2.7.1      Opening
- 1500 cups;

- Presentation panel;

- Tables and chairs.
R$ 5.000,00

2. 7. 2      Closing
- 1500 cups;

- Presentation panel;

- Tables and chairs. 
R$ 5.000,00

3      POST-PRODUCTION

3.1      PUBLICATION

3.1.1      Diagramming - Layout of the digital and printed publication with 130 pages. R$ 5.000,00

3.1.2      Print - 1500 copies printed. R$ 60.000,00

3. 1. 3      Distribution
- Posting by post;

- Protective packaging.
R$ 9.000,00

3.2      RECORD

3.2.1 Coverage

- Photo and video coverage of the events of the 13th Bienal;

- Photographic record of the exhibition;

- Streaming of conferences and lectures and debates;

- Video synthesis.

- Press officer;
- Videomaker (2);

- Photographer (2).

R$ 60.000,00

RS1.000.000



Fernanda Neves (Equipe Prepositiva) 

 Architect and Urbanist, born in São José dos Campos-SP, graduated from the Institute of 
Architecture and Urbanism of the University of São Paulo (IAU-USP), works in the area of   technical 
assistance to popular movements in São Paulo, builds the collective rent in crisis , an anti-capitalist 
collective that seeks collective outlets for tenants in downtown São Paulo who are experiencing the 
housing crisis aggravated by the pandemic and the economic crisis.

Gabriel Soares Aguilar (Equipe Prepositiva)

 Architect and Urbanist, graduated from the State University of Santa Catarina (UDESC), studied 
social movements through the model ofce for the exchange of knowledge (EMTROSA); Organizing 
committee of the II South Brazilian Symposium on Housing Policies: Rebellious Architects; and the founder 
of the BR Nucleus Laguna Cities SC, interned at “M OS ARQUITETURA TERRA E TERRITÒRIO” in Porto 
Alegre - RS (2018) and currently a member of the Architects’ Trade Union of Santa Catarina - SASC . He 
produced his undergraduate thesis on “Intervention in the built heritage in order to shelter women in 
social vulnerability, through social housing integrated with commercial spaces in favor of income 
generation” (2019). He is a member of the Latin American collective of Urbanism and Architecture - 
Aroeira.      

 
Mayara Maruiti Serra (Equipe Prepositiva)

  Architect and Urbanist, graduated from the Institute of Architecture and Urbanism at the 
University of São Paulo (IAU-USP). During her undergraduate studies, she did an exchange at Université 
Jean Monnet, Saint Étienne - France, at Master 1 level with a focus on Patrimoine et Paysages Culturels 
and served on the organizing committee of the Regional Meeting of Architecture Students (EREA) in São 
Carlos in 2014. Currently, adjunct communication editor of Revista POSTO68.  

Patrick Franco Machado (Equipe Prepositiva)  
 
 Student of Architecture and Urbanism at the State University of Santa Catarina - UDESC, activist 
in the student movement, participated in the Design Student Union CADU-UDESC (2016), trainer of the 
BR Nucleus Laguna Cities SC (2018) and of the free academic directory  December Twenty Eighth 
(2018-2020), organizing committee for Infrastructure of the XLII National Meeting of Architecture 
Students (ENEA) in Laguna, Santa Catarina, in 2020. He is a member of the Latin American collective of 
Urbanism and Architecture - Aroeira.           

Valquiria Correa Lucena (Equipe Prepositiva)

  Student of Architecture and Urbanism at the State University of Santa Catarina - UDESC, student 
movement activist  in the academic directory and studied social movements through the model ofce 
EMTROSA, organizing committee of the II South Brazilian Symposium on Housing Policies: Rebellious 
Architects and forming the BR Nucleus Laguna Cities SC. She is a member of the Latin American collective 
of Urbanism and Architecture - Aroeira.   
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Beatrice Volpato

 Architect and urban planner graduated from IAU USP, native of Limeira-SP, master's student in the 
area of   theory and history of architecture and urbanism with a focus on the historical review of social 
housing architecture from the perspective of gender and "race".

Natacha Inácio Marcante

 Student of Architecture and Urbanism at State University of Santa Catarina (UDESC), IUD student 
movement in the academic directory and trained in the social movement by the model ofce EMTROSA, 
organizing committee of the II South Brazilian Symposium on Housing Policies: Rebellious Architects; and 
forming of the BR Nucleus Laguna Cities SC. She is a member of the Latin American collective of Urbanism 
and Architecture - Aroeira.     

Camila Hickenbick Kobarg da Costa: 

 Student of English at the Federal University of Santa Catarina, participant of PIBID (Institutional 
Teaching Initiation Scholarship Program) at Colégio Municipal Maria Luiza de Melo; Proofreader of the 
Caderno Brasileiro de Ensino de Física, in 2017;  Translator of the extended summary of “Registration of 
Artisanal Mullet Fishing in Campeche as Immaterial Heritage of Santa Catarina” (ISBN:978-65-
990857-03); Doctoral Thesis Research Advisor at Minho University. 

Ana Carolina Koga

 Architect and urban planner graduated from UEL - PR, she participated in the OCAS student 
model ofce and in the CONTEMPORAR theory and technology research group, in Londrina. Today he 
works in architecture and graphic production in São Paulo.

 Orquidália 
 
 is a musical group from Florianópolis, Santa Catarina, active since 2018. All members have 
already taken the Music Degree course at UDESC, an environment in which the band was formed and 
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